
 

Category:  MATHS IN NATURE 
 
Title of the activity:  Experiments-Math in nature  
 

 
Year Group: Form 2   Teacher:  Dace Bužere 

Learning Objectives: 
 
Revise knowledge about coins, math units. 
Learning to determine the weight of the coins 
To raise students’ interest about Math and physics. 
Pair work, cooperation skills.  
Encourage student’s to experiment and don’t be afraid of making mistakes.  
Learn basics of physics. 

 
Success Criteria: 
Students are ready to cooperate in pairs and small groups. 
Pupils find out coin mass. 
Everyone is involved. 
Pupils experiment and make conclusions. 
Students are ready to make simple calculations. 
 

 

 

 

 

Resources: 
 

 Euro coins– cents: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50. 1 and 2 euro 
Scales, weights. 
Glass of water for every group, dropper. 
Worksheets: Find..(3).coins which fit to…(10) .weight.    Teacher can differ the number of coins and weight for each 
group. 
                     How many coins could be put in the glass of water before it spills out. 
                     How much do the coins weigh 
 

 

 

 



Lesson Description (including context): 
 
Interactive activity, where students learn through co-operation and experimenting. 
Pupils learn about coin mass. 
Students are divided in groups of 6 where every two students have got a different activity. They change activities dur-
ing the lesson and at the end in the group of 6 compare results, make conclusions. 
Students experiment: Activity 1- using dropper, water and coin. Activity 2– coins, weighs, scales. Activity 3 coins, glass 
of water. 
Students  learn through the play and experiment. 
 

 
Differentiation:  
Students work in pairs and small groups, help each other. An activity where everyone can achieve good results. 
 

Introduction: 
Teacher devides students in groups of 6. 

Teacher  asks students to predict how much do every coin weigh in grams. Students try to guess. Teacher writes down 
some of their answers on the board and invites students to check their results practically. 

 
Main Lesson: 
Students work in pairs with different tasks: 

Pair 1:  Task to find the number of coins that match that specified  weight.  

Students have different coins, scales and weighs. 

Pair 2: Predict how many water drops can be put on a 2-cent coin. 

Students work with water, dropper and 2 cent coins. 

Pair 3: Predict how many 1-cent coins can be placed in a nearly filled glass with water to prevent water from pouring 

over the edges. 

Students work with 1 cent coins and glasses of water. 

After each task students write down the results in the worksheets. 

When all in group have finished the activities, they compare results and make conclusions: 

-Was it easy to do the task; 

-were the results the same as they predicted. 

As students work with full grams, teacher  at the end of lesson gives the handout with correct answers about the 

weigh of coins and students understand why their results could be slightly different.  

 Plenary:  
This activity involves students in active cooperation. Pupils are very interested in making experiments, they gets their 

knowledge in a playful and natural way.  

 

 






